years entailing a one-time endowment grant of one crore rupees by IBBI to IICA. The
agreement proposed by IICA in this regard has been marginally edited and placed at Annexure
B.
The Working Group on GIP had recommended young and bright minds, who have

5.

completed a basic professional course such as company secretary, chartered accountancy, cost
accountancy, or law, or a post-graduate with major in Economics, Finance, Commerce,
Management or Insolvency with aggregate 50% marks, may be admitted into GIP. The IICA
has, however, suggested (Annexure C) that B.E./B.Tech. may also be included as a permitted
degree

for admission to GIP considering the diverse career paths chosen by

engineering graduates. They have made B.E./B.Tech. eligible for GIP in their admission
announcement and have sought ratification by the IBBI. We may have no objection to the
same.
6.

As informed in the 12th meeting of the Governing Board, the IBBI had invited

Expression of Interest (EOI), on 6th December 2018, from prospective eligible institutions for
conducting the GIP. It was also informed that IBBI will make an assessment of suitability of
the Institutions submitting EOI and bring it before the Governing Board for its consideration.
In response to the EOI, IBBI has received six applications for conduct of the GIP. To assess
these proposals a Committee has been set up comprising of external experts and internal
members. The composition of this Committee is the same as the Limited Insolvency
Examination Committee as the pass outs of GIP need to complete the Limited Insolvency
Examination for registration as insolvency professionals. The Committee has commenced with
its work. However, it is important to have guidelines in the interest of quality and
standardisation on:
(a) Eligibility norms, which the IBBI should consider, while considering an Institute for
delivery of GIP; and
(b) Minimum features of GIP, which the Institute must abide by, while delivering GIP.
7 .

As regards 6(a) above, an institute may be eligible for consideration for delivery of

GIP if it meets the following requirements to the satisfaction of an IBBI Committee:
a. Since GIP envisages an intensive residential classroom programme of l 2 months,
availability of appropriate residential facilities on campus is sine qua non. The
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